POLISHED CONCRETE MAINTENANCE
the guide
1. MID-DAY CLEANING

5. SIX MONTH/SEMI-ANNUAL MAINTENANCE

a. Sweep floor around the walk-off mats

a. After performing Nightly Maintenance, allow the
floor to dry completely

b. Dust mop entire area

b. Burnish the traffic wear area using an appropriate
grit Revive-Maxx Floor Polishing Pad*

2. SPILL REMOVAL

c. Use a pump-up sprayer to liberally apply PCM Stain
Guard to floor

a. Check areas where spills are likely
b. Remove spills as quickly as possible

d. Spread Stain Guard evenly over surface using microfiber mop pad

c. Clean the area with PCM Deep Clean diluted per
label instructions
i. Use an auto scrubber on wide open areas.
ii. Use a wet mop in areas where the auto scrubber
can’t reach
d. If the area is dull after stain removal, start with a low
grit Revive-Maxx Floor Polishing Pad and work your
way up to a higher grit until desired shine level returns

e. Allow the floor to dry for 30-60 minutes, or until dry,
before exposure to foot traffic
f. Burnish the area with a high-speed burnisher (2,000
RPM) equipped with a Unitex White Floor Pad

6. TWELVE MONTH/ANNUAL MAINTENANCE

e. Use a pump-up sprayer to liberally apply PCM Stain
Guard to floor

a. After performing Nightly Maintenance, allow the
floor to dry completely

f. Spread Stain Guard evenly over surface using microfiber mop pad

b. Burnish the traffic wear area using an appropriate
grit Revive-Maxx Floor Polishing Pad

g. Allow the floor to dry for 30-60 minutes, or until dry,
before exposure to foot traffic

c. Once the desired look is achieved on the traffic wear
areas, burnish the entire floor area using consecutively higher grit levels of Revive-Maxx Floor Polishing
Pads until desired shine level is achieved

h. During evening hours or when appropriate, burnish
the area with a high-speed burnisher (2,000 RPM)
equipped with a Unitex White Floor Pad

d. Use a pump-up sprayer to liberally apply PCM Stain
Guard to traffic wear areas
e. Spread Stain Guard evenly over surface using microfiber mop pad

3. NIGHTLY MAINTENANCE
a. Check areas where spills are likely

f. Allow the floor to dry for 30-60 minutes, or until dry,
before exposure to foot traffic

b. Remove spills as quickly as possible
c. Clean the entire floor with PCM 365 diluted per label
instructions

g. Burnish the area with a high-speed burnisher (2,000
RPM) equipped with a Unitex White Floor Pad

i. Use an auto scrubber on wide open areas
ii. Use a wet mop in areas where the auto scrubber
can’t reach

4. WEEKLY MAINTENANCE
a. Dust mop the entire area
b. Clean the area with PCM Deep Clean diluted per
label instructions
i. Use an auto scrubber on wide open areas
ii. Use a wet mop in areas where the auto scrubber
can’t reach

Revive-Maxx pads are available in grit levels ranging from 400 to 3,000.
It is important to match the right floor pad grit level to your floor’s profile.
If you have an 800 grit floor profile, but use a 1,500 or 3,000 grit floor
pad, you’ll end up with “shiny spots” on the floor.

*

Consult with your Jon-Don sales representative to help identify your
floor polish level.
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